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Abstract— In today’s communication Microstrip antenna has been widely used having an advantage of low weight, small size & low cost but it
also has a disadvantage of having low gain, directivity, efficiency & has a narrow bandwidth. To overcome the limitation of having narrow
bandwidth , a literature review on microstrip antenna using metamaterials has been discussed in this paper. Further paper describes introduction ,
basics of Metamaterial & its applications, design of various patch antenna using MTM structures & conclusion.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

In today’s wireless trends , the designing of an antenna should have a
small size as well as easy to integrate with other components. So
microstrip patch antenna has choosen for this prime importance. In
order to overcome limitations of patch antenna i.e. low Gain &
narrow Bandwidth various techniques has been carried out to
improve its performance.[1]
In order to enhance the bandwidth various techniques such as
increasing the height of substrate, thus lowering the Q factor, using
multiple resonators in a single ground plane, using multiple layer
configuration etc are used. All these techniques require large area,
spurious feed radiations, surface wave production, and complicated
structures which are not acceptable. Therefore these complications
led to the invention of metamaterials.[2-4]
Metamaterial (MTM) are the material generated from artificial
materials that are not found in nature but can be engineered. In the
mid 1960s, Victor Veselago studied the behavior of such materials
that show negative permittivity and permeability and hence are called
double negative materials. These materials exhibit negative refractive
index, since the structure consists of a Split Ring Resonators (SRR).
SRR consists of two concentric rings with a split on opposite sides of
rings. These structures provide high quality factor forming an
electrically small LC resonator. Metamaterials find their uses in
variety of applications.[3-5]

in presence of magnetic field. Metamaterials may have either
negative permittivity or permeability or both may be negative
simultaneously. Metamaterial is an arrangement of periodic structures
of unit cells in which the average size of a unit cell should be much
smaller[6] than the impulsive wavelength of the light.
i.e., а ≪ λ
Metamaterial was first introduced by Victor Veselago [7] in 1967
after the Second World War. He showed that wave propagation in
metamaterial is in opposite direction than the naturally occurring
materials. John Pendry [6] discovered a realistic way to design a
material in which right handed rule is not applied. In this material,
group velocity is antiparallel in direction to its phase velocity.
Materials with negative permittivity such as ferroelectrics were
available in nature but materials with negative permeability did not
exist in nature.
In fig 1. Pendry showed that the negative permittivity could be
achieved by aligning metallic wires along the direction of a wave
whereas negative permeability by placing split ring with its axis
along the direction of propagation of wave .

Section II describes basics of metamaterials , Section III describes
design of various microstrip antenna using MTM, Section IV
describes , Section IV conclusion made after studying various
configuration of patch antenna over MTM structures.
II.

BASICS OF METAMATERIALS

Metamaterials are artificially designed materials with properties
different from the naturally occurring materials. Electric permittivity
(ε) and magnetic permeability (μ) are the two basic parameters which
describe the electromagnetic property of a material or medium.
Permittivity describes how a material is affected when it is placed in
electric field. And permeability describes how a material is affected

Figure 1. Combination of Alternating Layers of Thin Metallic Wires
and Circular Split Rings
1.

Properties of Metamaterial

Consider the Maxwell's first order differential equations,
∇ × 𝐸 = −𝑗𝜔𝜇𝐻

(1)
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∇ × 𝐻 = 𝑗𝜔𝜖𝐸

2.

(2)

Where 𝜔 is an angular frequency.

Types of Metamaterials:

The metamaterials are classified on the basis of permittivity and
permeability as shown in Figure 3.

For a plane-wave electric & magnetic fields like
𝐸 = 𝐸0 𝑒 (−𝑗𝑘 .𝑟+𝑗𝜔𝑡 )

(3)

𝐻 = 𝐻0 𝑒 (−𝑗𝑘 .𝑟+𝑗𝜔𝑡 )

(4)

where k is a wave vector, the equations (1) and (2) will become
𝑘 × 𝐸 = 𝜔𝜇𝐻

(5)

𝑘 × 𝐻 = −𝜔𝜖𝐸

(6)

For simultaneous positive values of ε and μ, the vectors Ε, H and k
make a right handed orthogonal system[11]. There will be forward
wave propagation in this medium.
For simultaneous negative values of ε and μ, equations (5) and (6)
can be rewritten as
𝑘 × 𝐸 = 𝜔|𝜇|𝐻

(7)

𝑘 × 𝐻 = 𝜔|𝜖|𝐸

(8)

In Figure 3, Quadrant 1 represents the materials with simultaneously
positive value of permittivity and permeability both. It covers mostly
dielectric materials. Quadrant 2 represents the materials with negative
permittivity below plasma frequency and positive permeability. It
covers metals [12-15], ferroelectric materials, and extrinsic
semiconductors. Quadrant 3 represents the materials with
simultaneously negative value of permittivity and permeability both.
No such material is found in nature. Quadrant 4 represents the
materials with negative permeability below plasma frequency and
positive permittivity. It includes ferrite materials.
In recent trends, Metamaterials are used for making invisible cloak.
Metamterial control the propogation such that it can bend light
around object. If the light is not reaching at the object , we can’t see
the object & it becomes invisible to us. The incident waves are
guided around object & it is still present in its location but we can’t
see it. The incident rays recover their original path at the other end.

And the vectors Ε, H and k make a left-handed orthogonal system.
Energy flow is determined by the real part of the Poynting Vector.
1
𝑆 = 𝐸 × 𝐻∗
2
For simultaneous change of sign of permittivity and permeability, the
direction of energy flow is not affected, therefore, the group velocity
will be positive for both left-handed and right-handed system.
Refractive index is given as
𝑛 = ± 𝜖𝜇
And phase velocity is given as
𝑐
𝑣𝑝 =
𝑛

where c is the velocity of light in vaccum.
For right handed system, n is positive, thus the phase velocity will be
positive. Therefore, energy and wave will travel in same direction
resulting in forward wave propagation.
For left-handed system, n is negative, thus the phase velocity is
negative. Hence the direction of energy flow and the wave will be
opposite resulting in backward wave propagation [9]. Backward
waves may commonly appear in non-uniform waveguides [10,11].
Figure 2 shows the right-handed system and left-handed system in
left and right respectively.

Figure 2. Left: Right Handed System and Right: Left Handed System
[8]

Figure 3. Classification of Metamaterial on the Basis of Permittivity
and Permeability

Figure 4. Example of Cloaking Effect
There are various issues while designing a path antenna like compact
size, gain improvement, directivity enhancement ,
increased
bandwidth, suppressed side lobes etc. Metamaterial are being used for
improving the performance of conventional patch antennas.
III.

SURVEY OF VARIOUS MICROSTRIP ANTENNA
USING MTM

This section describes a various configuration of MTM structures
with patch antenna to increase the performance of an conventional
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patch antenna. Later comparison is made between antenna parameters
such as gain & bandwidth of an patch antenna with Metamaterial and
without Metamaterial.
Y.Dong et al., used a RIS reactive impedance surface on a substrate
as a Metamaterial[16]. He has discussed a Metamaterial inspired low
profile patch antenna for CP circular polarized radiation in his paper.
The antenna has a single feed configuration and loaded with
composite left /right handed (CRLH) mushroom like structure & RIS
structure for miniaturization purpose. RIS unit cell is placed at an
height of 2.6mm on “Megtron 6” substrate. Using a single fed patch
antenna is loaded with RIS & CRLH resonators and radiation
characteristics are carefully investigated. The proposed antenna
exhibit at 2.58GHz frequency.
The measured 10 dB return loss and 3-dB axial ratio bandwidths of
an antenna was found to be 4.62% and 1.46%.the gain of an antenna
is 2.98dBic.The proposed antenna is applicable for wireless networks
such as WLAN.

The measured results of the compact asymmetric cross slotted square
patch antenna are 1.6% for 3-dB axial ratio bandwidth, 5.2% for 10dB return loss bandwidth and 3.41dBic for gain over 3-dB axial ratio
bandwidth.
L.Bernard et al., presented a wideband antenna based on RIS having
CP radiation. A reduced-size wideband single-feed circularly
polarized patch antenna is introduced for telemetry applications inband around 2300 MHz. The proposed structure consists of a slotloaded patch antenna printed over an optimized Metamaterialinspired reactive impedance substrate (RIS). They demonstrated, step
by step, the main role of each antenna element by comparing
numerically and experimentally the performance of various antenna
configurations: antenna over a single- or dual-layer substrate,
standard patch or slot-loaded patch, antenna with or without RIS. The
final optimized structure exhibits an axial-ratio bandwidth of about
15% and an impedance bandwidth better than 11%, which is much
wider than the conventional printed antenna on the same
materials.[20]

Y.Dong et.al., used a same structure as in [16] but instead of CRLH
mushroom structure , pair of CSRR complementary split ring
resonators are used for proposed CP antenna. CSRR worked as a
shunt LC resonator providing a low resonance frequency and able to
miniaturize the antenna size. The measured 10 dB return loss and 3dB axial ratio bandwidths of an antenna was found to be

Figure 6. Perspective view of a proposed CP patch antenna with RIS
and CSRR[17]

Figure 5. Perspective view of a proposed CP patch antenna with RIS
& mushroom like CRLH[16]
4.9% and 1.68% and Gain is 3.7dBic. The proposed antenna exhibit
at 2.8GHz frequency. [17]
H.X.Xu et al., proposed a single feed CP patch antenna based on
strategy of combining meta-surfaces and meta-resonators owing
strong filling capability. Antenna comprise a slot loaded square patch
printed over a well designed reactive impedance surface for improved
antenna performance and size reduction. The antenna is designed at a
frequency of 3GHz exhibit a comparable impedance and axial ratio
bandwidth over 1.05% and a high gain of more than 4.15dBic[18].
The proposed antenna is applicable for portable and handheld
communication systems.
The complementary crossbar fractal tree (CCFT) slot and three-turn
complementary spiral resonators (TCSRs) with asymmetric gap
orientation are employed as meta-resonators to render the antennas to
radiate CP waves in single-band or dual-band operation and to
facilitate further miniaturization.[18]
K.Agarwal et al., in his paper showed a compact
asymmetric/symmetric slotted/slit microstrip patch antenna on RIS
was presented and studied for CP radiation. The antenna is made on
FR4 substrate at 2.5GHz frequency having overall volume is
0.292𝜆0 ×0.292𝜆0 ×0.0308𝜆0 .[19]

(a)

(b)
Figure 7. Perspective view of proposed MTM antenna based on
(a)TCSRs (b)CCFT[18]
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(a)

(a)

(b)

(b)

Figure 8. (a) Top view of 5*5 unit cell of RIS and (b) configuration
of asymmetric-slit nearly square patch[19]

Figure 10. (a)Top view of patch antenna (b) SRR+ Thin wire unit
cell[21]
Fig 10 shows that P.Paswan et.al., presented coaxial feed rectangular
microstrip patch antenna along with left-handed metamaterial (LHM)
cover.[21] The Proposed metamaterial cover increases the gain and
directivity of the antenna in comparison to conventional microstrip
patch antenna alone. The antenna has been designed for 8-10 GHz,
hence it can be used for X-band application. S-Parameters (S11 and
S22) are used for verifying the double-negative properties of the
proposed metamaterial cover. The proposed antenna is simulated by
using Ansoft HFSS
IV.

Figure 9. Top view of proposed slot antenna on RIS [20]

CONCLUSION

In this review paper, the basics of Metamaterial with its properties
have been studied. Also the application of Metamaterial- cloaking has
been discussed . In this paper, various configuration of MTM
structures over patch antenna has been discussed which improves
performance of various antenna parameters such as gain , bandwidth,
efficiency, directivity. From the survey carried on microstrip patch
antenna using MTM found very promising in achieving the better
performance of patch antenna over conventional antenna. It shows
very attractive feasibility in radiation characteristics of an antenna.
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